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Taxing and regulating marijuana like alcohol will create a safe and controlled system with 
huge social and economic benefits 

Senate Bill 1896/Assembly Bill 3094 would replace our current failed policy of criminalizing 
marijuana with a responsible system in which marijuana is regulated like alcohol and sold by 
licensed businesses in a tightly controlled market. In doing so, it would foster job creation in a 
state with one of the highest unemployment rates in the country and generate millions of dollars 
in tax revenue to fund projects that help all New Jersey residents. It will remove marijuana from 
the illegal market and instead create a responsible system of approved retailers with a strict set 
of rules and regulations similar to those governing the production and sale of alcohol. 
 
Taxing and regulating marijuana would create a predictable and significant revenue stream for 
our cash-strapped state.  Budget forecasters in both Colorado and Washington estimate that 
marijuana legalization in their states could bring in more than $120 million in taxes over the next 
few years. Colorado generated more than $50 million in tax revenue the first year after it 
legalized marijuana. That money is slated to go to substance-abuse programs and education. 
 
Millions of dollars of new revenue in New Jersey could go a long way towards desperately 
needed infrastructure upgrades, drug and alcohol abuse programs and a variety of health 
initiatives.  Such revenue can also be used for education and reinvestment in the communities 
most negatively impacted by our current marijauna laws. 
 
Police will have more time and resources to focus on serious crime and public safety 
issues and our marijuana laws will be fairer 

More than 20,000 people were arrested for marijuana possession in New Jersey in 2010 at a 
cost of more than $125 million. Taxing and regulating marijuana will allow these resources to be 
focused on more serious crime and public safety issues. 
 
Legalizing marijuana will also create a fairer system.  Blacks are almost three times more likely 
to be arrested for marijuana possession than whites despite comparable usage rates.  Those 
convicted of marijuana offenses are punished for the rest of their lives with harsh collateral 
sanctions that make it difficult or impossible to secure employment, housing, student loans, and 
even a driver’s license. Legalization will reduce these disparate racial impacts and burdens.  
 
Taxing and regulating marijuana is a responsible choice for New Jersey 

Four states (Alaska, Colorado, Oregon, Washington) and the District of Columbia have now 
legalized marijuana.  It is time for New Jersey to remove marijuana from the illegal market and 
take responsibility for creating a safe and effective regulatory system. States are often one step 
ahead of the federal government in pioneering social change. New Jersey should seize the 
opportunity to be at the forefront of a safe and controlled marijuana regulation system with huge 
social and economic benefits. 
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